Press Release
Gütt Olk Feldhaus appoints Adrian von Prittwitz as a partner
Munich, January 28, 2019 – Gütt Olk Feldhaus has appointed Adrian von Prittwitz as the
first new partner from own ranks effective since January 1, 2019. Adrian von Prittwitz (36)
advises national and international companies, financial investors and private clients on
corporate law, M&A and capital markets law.
Adrian von Prittwitz has joined Gütt Olk Feldhaus in 2016 and has advised on many
significant transactions since then, including most recently the sale of the online pharmacy
medpex to DocMorris, the acquisition of a stake in the online bank N26 by Allianz as lead
investor and the cooperation and joint venture of ZF Friedrichshafen AG with
e.Go Mobile AG. Besides, Adrian also provides ongoing advice to listed companies and
their corporate bodies on corporate and capital markets law aspects.
Prior to joining Gütt Olk Feldhaus, Adrian has worked for Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer
in Hamburg for many years where he was focused on international M&A transactions as
well as restructurings of listed companies.
Dr. Heiner Feldhaus commented: “We are delighted to welcome Adrian von Prittwitz as a
new partner. Adrian has developed an excellent reputation among our clients for his brilliant
work and he is a perfect fit to GOF in terms of scope of advice and personality. At the same
time, Adrian’s partner promotion clearly underpins our strategy of aiming for organic
growth.”

About Gütt Olk Feldhaus:
Gütt Olk Feldhaus is a leading German business law firm based in Munich. The key areas of expertise of
Gütt Olk Feldhaus are M&A, private equity, finance and corporate with a particular focus on transactions
and cross border aspects.
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